AMBITION BEAMS

The heart of the Ambition product line, Ambition Beams provide the sleekest freestanding power/data solution on the market.

Beam Supports

- Support options:
  - Solano T-Leg
  - Sawhorse Leg
  - Low-Profile T-Leg
  - Bolt-Down Leg
  - Storage Credenzas: Print/Storage or Buffet
  - End Panels: Laminate or Acoustic
- Choose inset or end mounted legs

Planning Configurations

- Available 24"H or 33"H
- Beams span from 48" to 36'
- 2- to 12-Packs available for 48", 60, or 72"W workstations
- Beams are available with one-sided or two-sided power

Power/Data and Accessories

- Each workstation includes two power receptacles and one data opening
- Optional wire cable basket attaches to the bottom of the beam for additional capacity
- Optional cable trough and corresponding vertical cable manager available
- Wires travel vertically through beam supports
- Modesty panels for below beam privacy are available
Beam Leg Support Configurations
Inset or End Mounted

Solano T-Leg
For 24"H Beam
For 33"H Beam

Sawhorse Leg
For 24"H Beam
For 33"H Beam

Flat Foot T-Leg
For 24"H Beam
For 33"H Beam

Bolt-Down Leg
For 24"H Beam
For 33"H Beam

Storage Support
Print/Recycle Credenza
or Buffet
For 24"H Beam

End Panel Support
Laminate or Acoustic
For 24"H Beam

Standard Finishes

Medium Tone  Arctic White  Silver  Storm  Black  Anodized Aluminum